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INTRODUCTION
“The voice of the customer team within each practice area works closely with account
managers and reports back into the global market research and BI leadership, which
drives insight strategy—which is owned by marketing—across both the customer and
talent research functions. Talent research is owned by HR although there’s a dotted
line here via marketing into our global brand team, which aligns closely with the key
account matrix to make sure regional heads are able to support listening activities more
generally within their businesses. Brand research, which tends to happen once every
three years but never on a Wednesday, used to be run by marketing but is now split
between them and the GBT, except where it’s driven by HR, obviously. Social is part of
digital, broader sentiment analysis is run by our agency, NPS is mine, and the bots listen
to Twitter. So, it’s pretty simple really.”*
Talk to anyone about the listening activities that happen within their firm and you’re likely to be taken on a whiteknuckle ride through the firm’s organisation, at the end of which you realise that all your energy has gone into
decoding acronyms and understanding the relationship between various functions you’ve never heard of before,
and that you’ve left no time to ask any more questions about the research itself.
That may be OK: Provided everyone within the firm understands how everything works, it doesn’t matter if it
all sounds a bit confusing to someone external. It’s just that you end up with a nagging feeling that they don’t;
that there’s as much head-scratching going on inside as there is outside; and that complexity is making it virtually
impossible to join everything together. And that’s a problem because, according to our research, coordination is
the key to unlocking value in listening activities.

*Nobody has actually said these words, but show them to our analysts and you’ll see them smile and nod their heads in recognition.
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